When a globally recognised ecommerce brand invested in Oracle Retail v16 they partnered with
elfware to deliver remote solution prototyping.

The success of the prototyping engagement led to elfware delivering the data migration stream for
the project with hundreds of thousands of options and millions of SKUs along with pricing, ranging
and inventory across a broad variety of countries and currencies representing the global reach of the
brand.
elfware’s agile automation approach to implementing complex applications such as Oracle Retail is
underpinned by our templates for Oracle Retail and the ability to define scope, orchestrate
dependencies and map decisions following a no-code approach.
Business or Solution Analysts not only make the decisions, but also generate and implement code
and verify the results.
Managing these processes in a seamless no-code platform allows for maximum iterative solution
delivery – deliverable lead times are slashed. We also avoid unnecessary:
▪
▪
▪

costs
delays and
misunderstandings

caused by handovers between business analysts, system analysts and developers.

This process supported rapid and substantial solution evolution. As decisions changed and the
programme evolved, a one button approach to populating project environments enabled all
programme teams to gain rapid access to assess impacts.

This resulted in timeous, informed impact availability to all project streams since it enabled:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Solution teams to validate configuration and process decisions
Business analysts to validate mappings and processes
Integration to confirm interfaces against real data
Downstream prototyping of applications such as planning and product enrichment

Contact us at contact@elfware.com or visit us at www.elfware.com to find out how we can assist
with your Oracle Retail programme.
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